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J A E P L 
The Assembly for Expanded Perspectives on Learning (AEPL), an official 
assembly of the National Council of Teachers of English, is open to all those 
interested in extending the frontiers of teaching and learning beyond traditional 
disciplines and methodologies. 
The purposes of AEPL, therefore, are to provide a common ground for 
theorists, researchers, and practitioners to explore ideas on the subject; to 
participate in programs and projects on it; to integrate these efforts with others 
in related disciplines; to keep abreast of activities along these lines of inquiry; 
and to promote scholarship on and publication of these activities. 
The Journal of the Assembly for Expanded Perspectives on Learning, 
JAEPL, meets this need. It provides a forum to encourage research, theory, and 
classroom practices involving expanded concepts of language. It contributes to a 
sense of community in which scholars and educators from pre-school through the 
university exchange points of view and cutting-edge approaches to teaching and 
learning. JAEPL is especially interested in helping those teachers who 
experiment with new strategies for learning to share their practices and confirm 
their validity through publication in professional journals. 
Topics of interest include but are not limited to: aesthetic, emotional, and 
moral intelligence; archetypes; body wisdom; care in education; creativity; felt 
sense theory; healing; holistic learning; humanistic and transpersonal psychology; 
imaging; intuition; kinesthetic knowledge; meditation; narration as knowledge; 
reflective teaching; silence; spirituality; and visualization. 
Membership in AEPL is $20. Contact Kia Richmond, AEPL Membership 
Chair, English Dept., Northern Michigan University, 1401 Presque Isle, 
Marquette, MI49855. e-mail: krichmon@nmu.edu. Membership includes that 
year's issue of JAEPL. 
Send submissions, address changes, and single copy requests to 
Linda T. Calendrillo, Co-Editor, JAEPL, College of Arts & Sciences, 1500 N. 
Patterson, Valdosta, GA 31698. 
e-mail: ltcalend@ valdosta.edu 
Address letters to the editor and all other editorial correspondence to 
Kristie S. Fleckenstein, Co-Editor, JAEPL, Department of English, Ball State 
University, Muncie, IN 47306. e-mail: kflecken@bsu.edu 
Visit our JAEPL website at <www.bsu.edu/web/aepl/jaepl>. 







v Editors' Message 
Essays 
Spiritual Identities, Teacher lndentitles, 
and the Teaching of Writing 
Winter 2003-2004 
Through a case study. this article examines the ways 
teacher identity and spiritual identity intersect in the 
teaching of writing. By showing that a teacher's pedagogy 
is profoundly informed by a basic spiritual disposition, 
the author offers a view of teaching that is often neglected 
in studies of teacher identity. 
12 The Experimental Art 
Nonfiction is an experimental art, as contemporary 
examples make clear, and writing teachers need to show 
students both how meaning arises from writers' 
experiments with material and also how form arises from 
writers' experiments at representing meaning. 
20 Engaged Buddhism & Women in Black: Our Grief Is 
Not a Cry for War 
This paper explores principles, practices, and manifesta­
tions of engaged Buddhism in the United States. It includes 
a personal narrative based on the author's participation in 
Women in Black (a silent, symbolic protest against war) and 
classroom stories based on the author's experience teach­
ing at a Buddhist-inspired university. 
32 Compos(t)lng Loss: Transformation in the Telling 
Using composting as a metaphor, this author examines the 
transformative potential in writing about and bearing 
witness to stories of loss, particularly the death of a 
parent. 
Cristina Vischer Bruns 41 Encounters: Relationship in the Study and Teaching 
of Literature 
While trends in the teaching of literature of the last few 
decades may seem at odds with one another, the thread 
that can weave them together is a recognition of 
relationship among reader, text, author, and 
other readers. 
iii 
Kia Jane Richmond 58 An Unspoken Trust • Violated? 
Reflecting on our decisions in the classroom, both when we 
are honest with our students & when we are not, can offer 
� teachers opportunities for growth and change. 
I Carolyn L. P iazza 64 Multiple Forms of Prewriting in and Christine Jecko Elementary Writing Literature Multisensory prewriting invitations (creative visualization, 
� art, music, dreams, and meditation) affect writing fluency 
� and idea generation in the first draft writing of elementary students. I W. Keith Duffy 79 Community, Spirituality, and the Writing Classroom I From a spiritual perspective, this article critiques the con-cept of community as defined by scholars of rhetoric and 
� composition; the author suggests that our experience of com-I munity in the writing classroom can be enhanced if we a strike a balance between doing and being. Helen Walker 87 Connecting I Jim Super Fearless Pamela Hartman English? I'd Rather Read A Book 
� Nancy Myers B I Andrea Sugel Walking the Talk, Breathing the Breath 
Traci L. Merritt The Day Jenny Died 
Susan A Schiller Touched by the Spirit in 
AEPL Topics 
Wilma Romatz On The Delicate Art of Teaching 
� Reviews 
I Dale Jacobs 99 The Energy To Teach 
(Donald H. Graves, 2001) 
Stan Scott 102 Writing with Elbow 
l. (Pat Belanoff, 2002) 
Sue Hum 105 Unfolding Bodymind 
(Brent Hocking, Johnna Haskell, Warren Linds, 2001) 
Lita Kurth 108 The Unconscious 
(Anthony Easthope, 1999) 
Editors' Message 
Surrounded by the dead he had caused through his wanton murder of an albatross, the tortured mariner of Samuel Taylor Coleridge fame watches the water snakes 
beyond the shadow of his ghost ship and "blessed them unaware.ffhe selfsame moment 
I could pray; And from my neck so freeffhe Albatross fell off, and sank/Like lead 
into the sea" (II. 287-291). Without deliberately looking, he suddenly recognizes the 
beauty of all creatures and blesses them "unaware." The sailor experiences a 
serendipitous moment, and through that accidental wisdom frees himself from his 
self-created purgatory. 
"Serendipity: Teaching for Accidental Wisdom" serves as the theme for our ninth 
volume of JAEPL. The essays in this volume reflect in various ways the felicitous 
union of chance and sagacity, emphasizing that the excitement of serendipity is a 
necessary dynamic in our teaching, reading, and writing. A term coined by Horace 
Walpole in 1754, serendipity is a combination of blunder and perspicuity. Walpole 
introduces the "very expressive word serendipity" in a letter to a friend; he derives 
the neologism from a "silly fairy tale" about the three princes of Serendip [modern 
Sri Lanka] who "were always making discoveries, by accidents and sagacity, of things 
which they were not in quest of" (qtd. in Boyle). 
A serendipitous discovery results when something important not sought is found. 
John Barth in The Last Voyage of Somebody the Sailor notes that "it [Serendip] could 
never be reached by plotting a course directly for it, but only by sailing in good faith 
for elsewhere and losing one's bearings" (504). But, in addition to losing your 
bearings, you have to have the wisdom to recognize the importance of what you 
discover. So serendipity depends on three elements: accident, a prepared mind, and 
the wisdom to recognize what one stumbles upon. Thus, we have Columbus's discovery 
of America, the rabies vaccine by Pasteur, and dynamite by Nobel, all serendipitous 
discoveries (Royston). 
We open our celebration of serendipity with "Spiritual Identities, Teacher 
Identities, and the Teaching of W riting." Kilian McCurrie explores the accidental 
wisdom that results from the intersection of his spiritual and teaching identities, a 
fusion that fosters a pedagogy of "original blessing" wherein teaching begins with 
the individual student's commitment to self and community. 
While teaching and spirituality both hold within them the potential and need for 
serendipity, happy accidents are also central to our textual explorations. Robert Root 
in "The Experimental Art" highlights the happy union of form and content in creative 
nonfiction. Regardless of our formulas, he argues, creative nonfiction is an 
experimental art, one governed by felicitous sightings that return our attention to 
writerly concerns. 
Geographical as well as spiritual and textual travelers also make serendipitous 
discoveries as Candace Walworth recounts in "Women in Black." Traveling home from 
Naropa University where she teaches, Walworth comes upon a group of women all 
dressed in black, silently inhabiting a street corner in Boulder, Colorado. They hold a 
lone banner pleading for peace. This discovery draws Walworth into joining them 
and weaving their silent protest into the Buddhist activism at the heart of her 
belief system. 
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Serendipity is not just accidental discovery, whether pedagogical, spiritual, textual, or 
geographicaL A central element of serendipity is preparation: the mind must be poised or 
prepared to recognize the wisdom that accident reveals. The essays by Laura Milner, Christina 
Vischher Bruns, and Kia Richmond highlight ways in which we can prepare ourselves for the 
grace of accidental wisdom. 
In "Compos(t)ing Loss," Laura Milner helps up ready our minds and souls for healing in 
the face of deep loss. The metaphor of composting-the art of transforming decaying matter 
into rich and fertile life-serves to organize her essay in which she argues that writing helps 
students and teachers transmute pain and loss into acceptance and new beginnings. 
Christina Vischher Bruns in "Encounters" explores the vagaries of literary theories and, 
in the process, stumbles over an insight that enables her to unify these disparate stances and 
shape a teaching philosophy. She argues that we can prepare ourselves and our students for 
literature by focusing on Martin Buber's 1-Thou, a relationship that embraces the intersecting 
lines of text, author, and reader. 
Returning to a disturbing moment in her classroom, Kia Richmond in "An Unspoken Trust­
Violated" emphasizes the necessity of reflection in the life of a teacher. Beginning with a 
"successful" classroom lesson that catapults her into a consideration of the connection between 
our values and our teacher identities, Richmond calls us to a reflective stance, one that enables 
us to perceive the overlap between who we think we are and how we teach. 
Finally, serendipity can be fostered in our classrooms by maldng spaces that invite happy 
discoveries, spaces that become wise places. In their careful study of nontraditional prewriting 
experiences in elementary grades, Carolyn L. Piazza and Christine Jecko in "Multiple Forms 
of Prewriting in Elementary Writing Lessons" point to non-mainstream strategies that enable 
students to draw on multiple literacies as they generate ideas in writing. They point to the 
ways in which art, role playing, music, dreamwork, and meditation can help students make 
their own happy discoveries. 
Finally, we return full circle to community and spirituality. W. Keith Dufi)r in "Community, 
Spirituality, and the Writing Classroom" enriches the discussion of community building in the 
composition classroom by suggesting that community results when we allow ourselves to be 
"found" by another. Drawing on Ernest Kurtz and Katherine Ketcham, Dufi)r m:gues that a wise 
place is one which allows community to !!!;: as well as to be built, a realization that requires 
him to embrace an attitude of openness so that he, too, can be found by his students. 
The excitement, lure, and reward of writing, reading, and teaching lie not only in what we 
expected to find but also in what we don't expect to find . . but do. Our classrooms become 
richer sites of learning and our literacies become deeper when we teach for accident wisdom. cQ] 
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